
 
 
“Solo” Performance Rider 
 
Charlie St.Cyr-Paul 
Provider:  Cast in Bronze, Bells Of Christmas, Bells Of Mystery & Bells2Go 
429 Dean Creek Lane 
Orlando, FL 32825 
Cell: 321.624.5734 
Email: Charlie@BrotherEntertainment.com 
Website: www.bells2Go.com 
 
POWER REQUIREMENTS: 
1-20 amp circuit for sound equipment & lights 
 
SOUND EQUIPMENT: 
Self contained up to 500 person local presentation 
 
CARILLON SPECIFICATIONS: 
Weight: 8,400 pounds 
Dimensions:  8' wide x 9' high x 21' long (35 with truck) 
The traveling carillon consists of 35 cast bronze bells.  The bells are mounted on a custom 
frame and trailer weighing.  This is the portable stage that will be skirted before presentation. 
 
TRUCK SPECIFICATIONS: 
Standard Heavy Duty PickupTruck 250 series 
 
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS: 
Space Requirements:  40' long x 20 feet wide 
A stage is NOT required for a solo performance.  For solo performances space is required for 
the carillon and speakers that are placed at either end of the carillon.  The area should also be 
large enough for the audience.  Seating or temporary seating is ideal, but not necessary if 
listeners can sit on the grass or meander nearby..  The carillon is an acoustic instrument and 
rather loud, therefore it cannot be turned down, nor can the music that accompanies the carillon, 
both have to be at the same volume for musical integrity.  For this reason, it is recommended 
that the carillon not be placed too close to vendors or other musical artists, furthermore that 
performances not overlap with other musical artists that are performing nearby. 
 
 
 



IMPORTANT THINGS NEEDED FOR ANY PERFORMANCE from “Bells2Go”: 
 
~ physical address searchable via google maps 
~ day of contact information and contact person for load-in. 
   (load-in will require the assistance of at least one stage hand to assist with sound gear) 
~ electricity is needed for the show and should be at the show location before arrival.  
~ a physical barrier, stanchion, or staging around the carillon to not be accessible by touch  
   (imagine you are placing a Gibson Les Paul out for showcase) 
 
HOSPITALITY Requests: 
 
~ Hotel night before performance (load in) and the evening of performance (when applicable) 
~ 4 bottles of water 
~ 4 diet sodas 
~ 4 sugar free Red Bull 
~ Warm meal 2 hours before show (when applicable) 
~ 2 black towels  
 
 
 
 
 


